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Fear Effect 2 LE promo Dental Dam - flavored!

Item number: 8160970347
Email to a friend | Watch this item in My eBay

You are signed in

Starting bid:

US $0.01
Place Bid >

Time left:

Go to larger picture

Start new search

6 days 3 hours
7-day listing
Ends Jan-17-05
08:36:57 PST

Start time:

Jan-10-05 08:36:57
PST

History:

0 bids

High bidder:

User ID kept private

Item location:

Exeter, New
Hampshire
United States

Ships to:

Will arrange for local
pickup only (no
shipping).

Seller information
snkguy ( 124

)

Feedback Score: 124
Positive Feedback: 99.2%
Member since Jun-05-03 in United
States
Read feedback comments
Add to Favorite Sellers
Ask seller a question
View seller's other items
PayPal Buyer Protection
Free Coverage now up to
$1,000. See eligibility.

Shipping costs Check item
description and
payment instructions
or contact seller for
details
Shipping, payment details and
return policy

Description
Thank you for looking. Today I have up for auction a very rare item indeed!
Back in 2001, Eidos interactive held a special "Family and Friends" celebration for the release of the highly
anticipated sequel to their action game "Fear Effect". At this shindig, the game's creators handed out a limited amount
of promo Dental Dams, to commemorate their inclusion of what they thought were "Realistic non-sterotypical
Lesbian role models" in Fear Effect 2. It is believe that the creators were later lynched for this same reason.
This is one of those few Dental Dams handed out at the party. I had two, but used one and can verify that this sealed
one is indeed Lime flavored! You are bidding on the unused one still in my collection. It is believed that less than fifty
of these were made! No Fear Effect collector can be without this item!
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FREE Counters and Services from Andale

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.
Will arrange for local pickup only (no shipping).
Seller's payment instructions
Payment is to be made by PAYPAL ONLY

Payment methods accepted
This seller, snkguy, prefers PayPal.

Learn about payment methods.

Ready to bid?

help

Fear Effect 2 LE promo Dental Dam - flavored!
Starting bid:

US $0.01

Your maximum bid: US $
Place Bid >

(Enter US $0.01 or more)
You will confirm in the next step.

eBay automatically bids on your behalf up to your maximum bid.
Learn about bidding.

This is a private auction. Your identity will not be disclosed to anyone except for the seller.
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What else can you do?
Back to home page | Ask seller a question | Add to Calendar | Printer friendly page
Seller assumes all responsibility for listing this item.
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